PLANNED PARENTHOOD PROVIDES less care, no matter what.

Despite “serving” 600,000 less clients per year in 2018 (2.4 million) than in 2009 (3.0 million), Planned Parenthood drastically increased their annual forced taxpayer funding from $487 million to $617 million in those same ten years. Actual medical services for women have plummeted at the activist chain this past decade. But abortions have increased, and their profits have skyrocketed.

- BREAST CANCER EXAMS DOWN! 830,312 in 2009, DOWN 68%
- PAP TESTS DOWN! 904,820 in 2009, DOWN 72%
- PRENATAL SERVICES DOWN! 40,489 in 2009, DOWN 76%
- ABORTION UP! 345,672 in 2018, UP 4%
- PROFITS WAY UP! $111M in 2018, UP 600%
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*ALL DATA IS DIRECTLY FROM PLANNED PARENTHOOD'S OWN ANNUAL REPORTS.*